
Lesson Plan

       Grade: 3rd & 4th.  May also be used to supplement the directions 
 lesson for 1st year middle school students.

Grammar Point: Go straight/back, turn left/right

Title:

Robot Race!
Objectives:

SWBAT use the commands "go straight/back"  & "turn left/right" to direct their team 
towards a goal.

Time:
20~25分
Description:

Through gestures and the use of the large flash cards, the terms "go straight/back" & 
"turn left/right" are introduced to the students.

When students have demonstrated understanding of the term, the maze and robot 
controls are placed on the board.  The object & rules of the game are explained in as 
much English as possible.

Students are divided into at least 2 groups, and cooperatively control their robot.

After the game is completed, review with the large flashcards.

Materials:

Large "Directions" flash cards, maze chart, robot magnets, "robot controller"/directions 
reminder

Additional Notes:

(Refer to additional sheet for full rules of the game)

For an added level of challenge, the instruction "shoot" may be added, & student teams 
battle each others' robots.
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Robot Race!

Object of the game:

Each team races through a maze to get their 
robot to home base first.  They control the robot by 
telling it the commands written on the “game 
controller” on the blackboard.  First team to home 
base wins.

How to play:

Teams roll dice for turn order.
At the beginning of each turn, each team rolls a die for their number of commands that 
round.

The robot can perform 3 basic commands:

Go!  (straight/back)
Turn!  (left/right)
Shoot!  (straight/left/right.  NOT 
BACK)

The robot will only move one square 
per command and only turn 90º per 
command.  

(Shoot can only be done once per turn.)

Team members take turns calling out the commands to their robot.
*If a player calls out an incorrect command  (ie “turn straight”), the team loses their 
remaining commands.
*If the robot walks into a wall the team loses their remaining commands.
*Players cannot move through each other.  If one team refuses to move, another route must 
be chosen.

The winning team can place the losing team's robot any where in the maze for the next game.

Battle Mode:
Instead of racing to home base, the teams must use their robot to shoot their opponent's 
robot.  The last remaining robot is the winner.

*Optional rules to make the game more challenging
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